
The New Dark Collection



Introducing the new 2020 colours

We invite you to enjoy the beauty of our 
new colours of the Dark Collection.



The New Dark Collection 
Experience by Caesarstone

We invite you to experience the warmth, style 

and sophistication of the New Dark Collection by Caesarstone.

Today, black has been reconsidered as a modern classic, used as a stark accent or a powerful 

overall look. Dark slate and stone, along with oxidised metal and black lacquered wood, are 

among the remarkable materials being combined in dramatic interiors and hospitality spaces.

From the classic luxury of Empira Black™ to the matte infinity of Piatto Black™ via the evocative 

patinas of rusted Oxidian™ and weathered Black Tempal™, the Dark Collection presents an 

intriguing range of captivating hues that bring warmth to the home and an emotional caress 

to the stone. 



The Dark Collection contains four colours that comes in a pleasing to the touch new Natural finish 
that brings depth to homes and an extra dimension to the product range offering.

The New Dark Collection 
Experience by Caesarstone

5810
Black Tempal

3101
Piatto Black

4735
Oxidian

5101
Empira Black



5101 Empira Black



Finish Type: Natural / Polish

Thickness: 13mm / 20mm / 30mm

Collection: Supernatural

With all the mystery of any dark stone, Empira Black 

has a dark base composed of rich, deep black, 

beautified by fine white natural veins. 

Caesarstone’s Natural finish, emotional and full of 

depth, heightens this essentially elegant feel without 

overwhelming its innate essence. Inspired by the 

authentic characteristics of natural forms, Empira

Black endows each space with all the sophistication 

of real marble.

5101 Empira Black





4735 Oxidian



Finish Type: Natural

Thickness: 13mm / 20mm / 30mm

Collection: Metropolitan

Oxidian celebrates the industrial aesthetic of patina 

and the tactile experience of touch. Tarnished with an 

oxidised russet effect that is distributed unevenly, 

just like real rust, Oxidian presents a trend-savvy dark 

grey base with true depth, thanks to Caesarstone's 

new Natural finish, which offers a slightly textured 

grain that consumers can truly feel.

4735 Oxidian





5810 Black Tempal



Finish Type: Natural

Thickness: 13mm / 20mm / 30mm

Collection: Metropolitan

Caesarston’s new exciting dark colour features soft 

mineral deposits that give rise to a delicate, light 

veil of warm whites across the slab, in contrast to the 

sturdy black charcoal base. Its textured, complex 

industrial composition reflects a captivating 

interpretation of industrial travertine, as its finish 

enhances the colour’s depth while capturing warm 

granular highlights consumers can caress.

5810 Black Tempal





3101 Piatto Black



Finish Type: Natural

Thickness: 13mm / 20mm / 30mm

Collection: Classico

Caesarstone’s ultimate dark. Its fine granular 

appearance is complemented by a textured finish, 

enhancing a deeper, more intense black. 

Piatto Black is designed with versatility in mind, 

from graphic islands to backsplashes for a grander 

statement. As a countertop, it is used freely in both 

kitchens and bathrooms, beautifully accompanying 

monochrome cabinetry and tiles. 

3101 piatto Black





For more inspiration, 
design ideas and queries our 

global team is available for you

Thank You




